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Kaplan&#39;s ASVAB Premier 2015 with 6 Practice Tests is an in-depth study system providing

print, DVD and online practice and review for the ASVAB and AFQT.Â  Updated with DVD,

mobile-ready online resources and new study sheets, you&#39;ll find everything you need to get the

results you want on the ASVAB and AFQT, including practice and review for Word Knowledge,

Arithmetic Reasoning, General Science, Mechanical Comprehension, and

more...Kaplanâ€™sÂ ASVAB Premier 2015Â includes:New! 1,000+ practice questionsNew! 6

full-length ASVAB practice tests with detailed explanations: 3 in the book and 3 onlineNew! Expert

mobile-ready video tutorials online and on DVDNew! Tear-out study sheets covering key math and

verbal concepts and strategiesNew! Study on the go with mobile-ready online practice tests and

score reportsContent review for each of the subjects covered on the ASVAB

testKaplanâ€™sÂ ASVAB Premier 2015Â is the ultimate study system for individuals interested in

the military. Get the results you want and pursue the military career path you want.Kaplan helps

individuals achieve their educational and career goals to build futures, one success story at a time.
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Took the ASVAB days ago and got a 70, scored enough for every job that ARMY could offer. but

the score is still lower than my expectation.First, the actual ASVAB test length for each section is



differ. for example, the paragraph part in this book only gives 13 minutes for 15 questions, but actual

ASVAB gives 22 minutes for less questions. this is not a big problem.Second, the AFQT part is ok

(match, word, paragraph and arithmetic) seems ok, but Kaplan got missing points in almost every

parts left. I've seen many things I never found in Keplan's book.Third, be careful with Kaplan's

Assembling Objects section. it is way TOOOOO easy in this book. This book only gives 2D easy

assembling, and less than 4 parts in each questions. But you know what, the actual ASVAB

contains a lot of 3D objects and they are all 5-7 pieces need to be assembled in each questions.

Update: I score 83 on my first shot. The general science part contains excessive chemistry

questions which I'm not good at it. Meanwhile, I only finish 3 out of 6 practice exams from this book.

So ideally, i'd say I should do 90+ easily. My point here, is that if you work really hard on this book,

you should outscore most fellows with ease. Work hard, by what I meant, is read and remember and

mark down the general information from the book like you're exploring a fun cyclopedia, then

implement the knowledge you learned into the practice exams. The information from ASVAB is

massive. If you don't try to think it in another way, you'll be overwhelmed. Hope you all could earn

your desired score and enjoy the process of learning, but I still don't recommend this book because

of my original review below.1 star for Kaplan customer service.I bought this book mainly for its 6

practice tests as it shows. Online center consists 3 of 6 practice tests. After go through all book

contents, I registered my book online and intended to finish the 3 online practice tests. However, I

followed every instruction, registered my book, set up my account, gained the access to online

center, I just couldn't find online center anywhere. On the receipt page it says "access to your

personalized Student Homepage where you will access your online resources." I click the link

"personalized Student Homepage" they give me and there is nothing there. I called them, they told

me for retail books please email XXX@kaplan. They don't even have a 0 to get human, nor else

where. Avoid this book.

Great study guide. Lots of information in it. Recruiter recommended to my son. I am former Army

and Navy and looked through it as well. Unless the ASVAB has changed, studying this book will

help you ace the test.

Book was very informative and left no surprises come test time. I was over prepared after reading

through this book, doing the paractice tests, and using the cheat sheets for some last minute

studying. Would recommend to anyone.



Bought for my son to prep for ASVAB, The book was fine and I am sure helped him increase his

scores but he said the actual test was an adaptive test online and the book formats were a lot

different than the actual test. I can attest for sure but that's his feedback. The good news is he

passed well and qualified for about 90% of the Navy's jobs. He has a December planned entry!

I liked it a lot it was one of the main things I used to study but tbh there was some free websites that

could've helped you the same but this book was also great because I didn't have to go around and

look for websites a how to do some problems this book helps you with that really good book helped

me out!!!

The book had so much information and I used it to study for about a week. The math portion was a

bit vague! It was more difficult than the ASVAB that I took today. I took the AFCT (cat-asvab) -

Nothing in this book was on the asvab except for electrical, auto and shop. These categories were

not the ones I needed to boost my scores either. I felt like this book just made me prepare for the

worst. I also studied using ASVAB for dummies which I believe it worked out better for me. Btw I got

an 80 on the ASVAB. The percentile only measures your math and English! But I also scored high

on GT and all the other categories leaving me with many job options. The best advice is to study

and read the questions carefully!

helped with the automotive, electronics, and shop questions. my recruiter looked at my score, jaw

dropped, and told me i can pick any job i'd like in the National Guard
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